INNATE BUTOH
INTENSIVE AND EXTENSIVE
PROGRAM
MADRID
October 3th – June 22th

-9 MONTHS 18 HOUERS PER WEEK
-INDIVIDUALIZED MONITORING
-TRIMESTRAL EXHIBITIONS IN DIFFERENT STAGES

-HIGH QUALIFIED TEACHERS
-ADAPTABLE METHODOLOGY

SPREAD · GERMINATE · FLOURISH
Aula Nostra is a space to be born and reborn in an artistic way as if you want
to dedicate your life to the arts, as if you want to live your life with an artistic
touch, as if you just have entered adulthood, as if your children just have
done it. Aula Nostra is a challenge you need to be born and to reborn.
It´s an opportunity to dare our physical, emotional and psychological limits.
The limits of sensations and of thinking.

The program that we propose from Aula nostra continuously weaves
questions about the body, the group and creation.
The raw material in which we investigate is the singularity of the existence of
the present bodies. Therefore, with the aim of taking care of the unexpected
and favoring the emergence of the unknown, with the clear intention of
taking care of our lives and knowing that taking care of life is helping it to
be born, the course of the sessions is constantly readjusted according to the
needings of the bodies.

INNATE BUTOH
THE ART OF BIRTH + NI.BUTOH = INNATE BUTOH
Jonathan Martineau + Matilde J Ciria
butosofia.com + matildecorp.com
INNATE·BUTOH
The butoh happens through a body that unleashes the time. There is a
dance´s origin in the matter we take part of, and this matter is rooted in a
subsoil. It was there before we were born and it will be there after our death.
We want to discover what only you know.

INVITED TEACHERS
During the year we enrich our training with intensive workshops of:
-Marlene Jöbstl
-Fernando Nicolás Pelliccioli + Carlos Osatinsky
-Nataliya Andru
and another 2 to be confirmed.

FEE
Tuition: 100€ (includes a final weekend retreat)
Annual Fee: 2700€
(equivalent to 300€ per month, from October to June)

Payment methods:
-Enrollment: During the registration it is necessary to pay the tuition and
the month of June (400€).
- The payment of the remaining €2,400 will be made in two parts.
€1,200 in October and €1,200 in January.
- Optionally, you can pay monthly with a 10% surcharge (€330 per month)

REQUIREMENTS
The course is suitable for all bodies, with and without previous experience.
We will carry out one or two interviews prior to admission to the training.
We want to know you, your interests and concerns. We also want you to
audition us, to have a little taste of what we propose and to be able to
make the leap to training knowing where you're getting into.
The interview will only be conducted for people seriously interested in
completing the Aula Nostra Innate Butoh training.

To start the registration process send an email to

aulanostrafbi@gmail.com

